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ABSTRACT
The inner moons of Jupiter and Saturn migrate outwards due to tidal energy dissipation within
the planets, the details of which remain poorly understood. We demonstrate that resonance
locking between moons and internal oscillation modes of the planet can produce rapid tidal
migration. Resonance locking arises due to the internal structural evolution of the planet
and typically produces an outward migration rate comparable to the age of the Solar system.
Resonance locking predicts a similar migration time-scale but a different effective tidal quality
factor Q governing the migration of each moon. The theory also predicts nearly constant
migration time-scales a function of semimajor axis, such that effective Q values were larger in
the past. Recent measurements of Jupiter and Saturn’s moon systems find effective Q values
that are smaller than expected (and are different between moons), and which correspond to
migration time-scales of ∼10 Gyr. If confirmed, the measurements are broadly consistent with
resonance locking as the dominant source of tidal dissipation in Jupiter and Saturn. Resonance
locking also provides solutions to several problems posed by current measurements: it naturally
explains the exceptionally small Q governing Rhea’s migration, it allows the large heating rate
of Enceladus to be achieved in an equilibrium eccentricity configuration, and it resolves
evolutionary problems arising from present-day migration/heating rates.
Key words: hydrodynamics – waves – planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stabil-
ity – planets and satellites: physical evolution.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Satellite systems around the outer planets exhibit rich dynamics that
provide clues about the formation and evolution of our Solar system.
The orbits of the moons evolve due to tidal interactions with their
host planets, and every moon system within our Solar system shows
strong evidence for significant tidal evolution within the lifetime
of the Solar system. Yet, in many cases, the origin of tidal energy
dissipation necessary to produce the observed or inferred orbital
migration remains poorly understood.
The Jupiter and Saturn moon systems are particularly intriguing.
In both systems, the planet spins faster than the moons orbit, such
that tidal dissipation imparts angular momentum to the moons and
they migrate outwards. The rich set of mean-motion resonances
(MMRs) between moons provide evidence for ongoing tidal mi-
gration because outward motion of inner moons produces conver-
gent migration that allows moons to be captured into resonances
(see discussion in Dermott, Malhotra & Murray 1988; Murray &
 E-mail: jfuller@caltech.edu
Dermott 1999). For instance, the 4:2:1 resonance of the orbits of
Io:Europa:Ganymede indicates that Io has tidally migrated outwards
by a significant fraction of its current semimajor axis, catching both
Europa and Ganymede into MMRs during the process.
The tidal energy dissipation responsible for outward migration is
often parametrized by a tidal quality factor Q (Goldreich & Soter
1966) that is difficult to calculate from first principles. Smaller
values of Q correspond to larger energy dissipation rates and shorter
migration time-scales. The actual value of Q can be somewhat
constrained by observed orbital architectures: very small values of
Q are implausible because they would imply the satellites formed
inside their Roche radii, whereas very large values of Q are unlikely
because they would not allow for capture into MMRs within the
lifetime of the Solar system. In other words, the current orbital
architectures mandate that outward migration time-scales are within
an order of magnitude of the age of the Solar system.
In classical tidal theory, tidal energy dissipation occurs via the
frictional damping of the equilibrium tide, which is defined as the
tidal distortion that would be created by a stationary perturbing
body. In this case, damping can arise from turbulent viscosity due to
convective motions in a gaseous envelope (Goldreich & Nicholson
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1977) or by viscoelasticity in a solid core (Dermott 1979; Remus
et al. 2012a, 2015; Remus, Mathis & Zahn 2012b; Storch & Lai
2014). However, tidal dissipation can also occur through the action
of dynamical tides, which arise due to the excitation of waves and/or
oscillation modes by the time-dependent gravitational force of the
perturbing body. The dynamical tide may be composed of travel-
ling gravity waves (e.g. Zahn 1975; Ioannou & Lindzen 1993a,b),
tidally excited gravity modes (e.g. Lai 1997; Burkart et al. 2012;
Fuller & Lai 2012), or tidally excited inertial modes/waves (e.g.
Ogilvie & Lin 2004; Wu 2005a,b; Ogilvie 2013; Guenel, Mathis &
Remus 2014; Auclair Desrotour, Mathis & Le Poncin-Lafitte 2015;
Braviner & Ogilvie 2015; Mathis 2015).
The notable feature of many previous works is that they struggle
to produce tidal dissipation rates large enough to match those in-
ferred for Jupiter and Saturn, given plausible internal structures of
the planets. Models involving viscoelastic dissipation in the core or
inertial waves in the envelope require the presence of a large core
(solid in the former case, and either solid or more dense in the latter
case) in order to produce significant energy dissipation. Although
substantial cores likely do exist (Guillot & Gautier 2014), water
ice in giant planet cores is likely to be liquid (Wilson & Militzer
2012b), and rocky materials (silicon and magnesium oxides) could
be liquid or solid (Mazevet et al. 2015). In both cases, the ice/rock is
likely to be soluble in the surrounding hydrogen/helium (Wilson &
Militzer 2012a), and the cores may have substantially eroded
(thereby erasing sharp density jumps) over the life of the Solar
system. Moreover, viscoelastic models generally contain two free
parameters (a core shear modulus and viscosity) which must be
appropriately tuned in order to yield a tidal Q compatible with
constraints.
Using remarkable astrometric observations spanning many
decades, several recent works (Lainey et al. 2009, 2012, 2015) have
provided the first (albeit uncertain) measurements of the outward
migration rates of a few moons in the Jupiter and Saturn systems.
These measurements indicate that current outward migration rates
are much faster than predicted. In fact, for a constant tidal Q, the
current migration rates are incompatible with the contemporane-
ous formation of the moons and the planets, because the moons
would have already migrated beyond their current positions over
the lifetime of the Solar system. The measurements also indicate
that the effective tidal Q is different for each moon, which can-
not be explained by equilibrium tidal models that predict a nearly
constant Q.
In this work, we examine a mechanism known as resonance
locking (Witte & Savonije 1999), originally developed in stellar
contexts, which produces accelerated orbital migration via dynami-
cal tides. Previous planetary studies have neglected the fact that the
internal structures of planets may evolve on time-scales comparable
to their age. Such structural evolution causes planetary oscillation
mode frequencies to gradually change, allowing for resonance lock-
ing to occur. During a resonance lock, a planetary oscillation mode
stays nearly resonant with the forcing produced by a moon, greatly
enhancing tidal dissipation and naturally producing outward migra-
tion on a time-scale comparable to the age of the Solar system. In
this paper, we examine the dynamics of resonance locking in giant
planet moon systems, finding that resonance locking is likely to
occur and can resolve many of the problems discussed above. Al-
though there are substantial uncertainties in the planetary structure,
evolution, and oscillation mode spectra of giant planets, resonance
locking is insensitive to many of these details and yields robust
predictions for outward moon migration on planetary evolution
time-scales.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss tidal
dissipation via resonances with oscillation modes and the process
of resonance locking. Section 3 investigates orbital migration and
MMRs resulting from resonance locking. We compare our the-
ory with observations of the Jupiter and Saturn moon systems in
Section 4. Section 5 provides discussion of our results, including
implications for tidal heating and the orbital evolution of the moons.
We summarize our findings in Section 6. Details related to planetary
oscillation modes, their ability to sustain resonance locks, and tidal
heating can be found in the appendices.
2 T I DA L M I G R AT I O N V I A R E S O NA N C E S
2.1 Basic idea
Tidal dissipation and outward orbital migration of moons can be
greatly enhanced by resonances between tidal forcing frequencies
and discrete ‘mode frequencies’ associated with enhanced tidal dis-
sipation. The mode frequencies may occur at gravity/inertial/Rossby
mode frequencies, or they could correspond to frequencies at which
inertial waves are focused on to attractors to create enhanced tidal
dissipation (Rieutord, Georgeot & Valdettaro 2001; Ogilvie & Lin
2004, 2007; Papaloizou & Ivanov 2005, 2010; Ivanov & Papaloizou
2007, 2010; Goodman & Lackner 2009; Rieutord & Valdettaro
2010; Ogilvie & Lesur 2012; Auclair Desrotour et al. 2015). For
the discussion that follows, the important characteristics of the mode
frequencies are as follows.
(1) The tidal energy dissipation rate at the mode frequencies is
much larger than the surrounding ‘continuum’ dissipation rate.
(2) The mode frequencies occupy narrow ranges in frequency
space, i.e., adjacent resonances do not overlap.
(3) The mode frequencies are determined by the internal structure
of the tidally forced body and may evolve with time.
The outer layers of Jupiter and Saturn are composed of thick con-
vective envelopes. These envelopes may allow for a dense spectrum
of mode frequencies at which tidal dissipation is greatly enhanced
by the action of inertial waves (Ogilvie & Lin 2004). For Saturn,
recent observations of its rings (Hedman & Nicholson 2013, 2014)
have provided evidence that stable stratification exists deep within
Saturn’s interior (Fuller 2014). Stable stratification (or semicon-
vective layers) has also been advocated to exist based on Saturn’s
thermal evolution (Leconte & Chabrier 2012, 2013). Both stably
stratified layers and semiconvective layers support gravity modes
(g modes, see Belyaev, Quataert & Fuller 2015) that can enhance
tidal dissipation.
To demonstrate the importance of resonances with mode frequen-
cies, we calculate the frequencies and eigenfunctions of the g modes
and fundamental modes (f modes) of the Saturn model presented
in Fuller (2014). We describe this process in more detail in Ap-
pendix A. We also calculate an approximate damping rate of each
mode due to the turbulent viscosity acting within the convective
envelope. Next, we calculate the energy dissipation rate due to the
tidal excitation and turbulent damping of the modes. The efficiency
of tidal dissipation can be expressed through the tidal migration
time-scale:
ttide = −Eorb
˙Etide
= am
a˙m,tide
, (1)
which describes the time-scale on which a giant planet moon mi-
grates outwards due to tidal energy dissipation within the planet.
Here, ˙Etide is the orbital energy transferred to the moon by tides,
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Figure 1. Top: effective tidal quality factor Q (equation 2) for Saturn tidally
interacting with a moon with the mass of Tethys, as a function of semimajor
axis for the Saturn model described in the text. Each sharp dip corresponds
to a resonance with one of Saturn’s g modes. The resonances are narrow
and well-separated even at small semimajor axes; they merely appear to
overlap because of the resolution of the plot. The smooth green curve Qevol
corresponds to the Q required for a constant tidal migration time-scale tevol
= T. Middle: corresponding tidal migration time-scale ttide (equation 1),
along with the constant time-scale tevol. One location near a resonance
where ttide = tevol has been marked with a red circle. Bottom: zoom-in on a
resonance. A moon in a resonance lock will remain at the stable fixed point,
which moves outwards on a time-scale ∼tevol.
and Eorb = −GMpMm/(2am) is the orbital energy, where Mp and
Mm are the planetary and moon mass, respectively, and am is the
semimajor axis of the moon. The efficiency of tidal dissipation can
also be expressed in terms of the effective tidal quality factor Q,
here defined as
Q ≡ 3k2 Mm
Mp
(
Rp
am
)5
mttide . (2)
Here, Rp is radius of the planet, k2 is its Love number, and m is
the moon’s angular orbital frequency.
Fig. 1 shows the values of Q and ttide as a function of semimajor
axis due to tidal dissipation via oscillation modes of our Saturn
model. The upper envelope of ttide is set primarily by damping
of the non-resonant tidally excited f modes of our model, and is
essentially the effect of the equilibrium tide. The sharp dips in ttide
correspond to resonances with the g modes of our model. Fig. 1
also indicates the orbital distances of Saturn’s five innermost major
moons (Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, and Rhea), which lie
amongst resonances with Saturn’s g modes.
At these resonances, the outward migration time-scale may be re-
duced by several orders of magnitude. However, because the widths
of the resonances are narrow, the average migration time-scale is
still quite long. A moon placed at a random semimajor axis would
likely have a long tidal migration time-scale, i.e. ttide  T =
4.5 Gyr, with T the age of the Solar system.
We emphasize that the existence of resonance-like features in
Fig. 1 is not highly dependent on the planetary model, mode damp-
ing rates, or the existence of g modes. Calculations that include
the effects of inertial waves (Ogilvie & Lin 2004) produce simi-
lar features in ttide: sharp dips at certain frequencies, with a longer
frequency-averaged tidal migration time-scale. The basic picture of
enhanced tidal dissipation at resonances but weak dissipation away
from resonances holds for many tidal models.
However, it is essential to realize that the mode frequencies are
determined by the internal structure of the planet and therefore
change on some time-scale tevol. Jupiter and Saturn have dynamic
interiors which are continuing to evolve due to processes such as
cooling, helium sedimentation, and core dissolution which likely
proceed on a time-scale comparable to the age of the planets (see
Section 5.2 for more discussion on this issue). We thus expect
tevol ∼ T, to order of magnitude. The mode frequencies evolve on
a similar time-scale, and thus the locations of the resonant troughs in
Fig. 1 will sweep past the locations of the moons. This has two con-
sequences. First, moons will pass through mode resonances even if
their initial condition placed them far from resonance. Secondly, we
show in the following section that moons may lock into resonance
with a mode as it sweeps past, allowing it to ‘surf’ the resonance
and migrate outwards at a greatly reduced time-scale of order ∼T.
2.2 Resonance locking
The structures of planets evolve with time, as do the frequencies
of their oscillation modes. We define the time-scale on which the
angular frequency ωα of an oscillation mode changes as
ω˙α = ωα
tα
. (3)
In general, the time-scale tα is comparable to the stellar/planetary
evolution time-scale. For Jupiter and Saturn, we leave tα as a free pa-
rameter, and make informed estimates of it in Section 5.2. The effect
of changing mode frequencies can drastically alter tidal evolution
time-scales by allowing for a process called resonance locking, orig-
inally examined by Witte & Savonije 1999, 2001 (see also Burkart
et al. 2012; Fuller & Lai 2012; Burkart, Quataert & Arras 2014).
During resonance locking, the coupled evolution of the mode fre-
quency and the orbital frequency of the perturbing body proceeds
such that the perturber remains near resonance with the oscillation
mode.
The dynamics of resonance locking can be qualitatively under-
stood from the bottom panel of Fig. 1. Consider a moon located
at the stable fixed point, where its outward migration time-scale
is equal to that at which the resonant location moves outwards. If
its orbit is perturbed inwards (towards resonance), tidal dissipation
will increase, and the moon will be pushed back outwards towards
the fixed point. If the moon’s orbit is perturbed outwards (away
from resonance), its outward migration rate will decrease, and the
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resonant location will move outwards and catch up with the moon.
Thus, the moon can ‘ride the tide’ and stably migrate outwards
with the location of a resonance. While locked in resonance, the
tidal migration time-scale is drastically reduced compared to its
value away from resonances, and the moon’s orbit evolves on a
time-scale comparable to tα .
In what follows, we make some simplifying assumptions. Be-
cause the moon masses are very small (Mm  Mp), we may safely
neglect the backreaction on (i.e. the spin-down of) the planet. More-
over, for our purposes we can approximate the moons’ orbits as
circular (e = 0) and aligned with the spin axis of the planet (i = 0).
We shall account for MMRs between moons in Section 3.1. In this
paper, we use the convention that the mode displacement in the
rotating frame of the planet is proportional to ei(ωαt+mφ), where m is
the azimuthal number of the mode, such that modes with positive
frequency and positive m are retrograde modes in the planet’s frame.
In the outer planet moon systems, an oscillation mode near res-
onance with a moon has an angular frequency (measured in the
planet’s rotating frame)
ωα  ωf = m(p − m), (4)
where p is the angular spin frequency of the planet, and ωf is the
forcing frequency of the moon measured in the planet’s rotating
frame. Because the planet rotates faster than the moons orbit, the
resonant modes are retrograde in the rotating frame of the planet, but
prograde in the inertial frame. Resonant modes also have ωα < 2p
for m = 2, and may therefore lie in the sub-inertial range where
mode properties become more complex, which we discuss more in
Appendix A. For the moons considered in this work, only Mimas
has ωf < 2p for m ≥ 3, and so most resonant m ≥ 3 modes
do not lie in the sub-inertial regime. Typical mode periods are
Pα = 2π/ωα ∼ 3 × 104 s.
2.3 Resonance locking with inertial waves
Resonance locking with inertial waves may be difficult to achieve.
Consider a ‘mode’ frequency at which there is enhanced tidal dis-
sipation due to inertial waves. We assume this mode frequency
(measured in Saturn’s rotating frame) scales with Saturn’s rotation
rate such that
ωα = cp , (5)
where c is a constant and |c| < 2 (see discussion in Ogilvie & Lin
2004). For a retrograde mode that can resonate with the moons, the
frequency in the inertial frame is σα = (c − m)p, where m > 0 is
the azimuthal number of the mode. Resonance occurs when
− mm = (c − m)p , (6)
and a resonance lock requires
m ˙m = (m − c) ˙p , (7)
or equivalently
˙m
m
=
˙p
p
. (8)
Since ˙m < 0 as a moon migrates outwards, resonance locking
requires ˙p < 0, i.e. it requires the planet to be spinning down.
Therefore, unless the value of c changes due to internal structural
evolution, resonance locking with inertial waves cannot occur due
to planetary contraction and spin-up. However, we note that c is a
function of the rotation frequency (see e.g. fig. 19 of Papaloizou &
Ivanov 2010) and is not expected to be exactly constant. Moreover,
in the realistic case of an evolving density profile, the value of c
will change because the frequencies of inertial modes depend on
the density profile (see e.g. Ivanov & Papaloizou 2007, 2010).
No studies of inertial waves in evolving planets have been per-
formed. We encourage such studies to determine how the value of c
will change in an evolving planet. If c˙ > 0, resonance locking with
inertial waves may be possible and would provide an avenue for
enhanced tidal dissipation in generic models of giant planets.
3 T I DA L M I G R AT I O N O F R E S O NA N T LY
L O C K E D M O O N S
While a moon is caught in a resonance lock, the resulting tidal
dynamics and outward migration rate are simple to calculate. Dif-
ferentiating the resonance criterion of equation (4) with respect to
time leads to the locking criterion
m( ˙p − ˙m)  ω˙α . (9)
We recall the definition of the mode evolution time-scale tα =
ωα/ω˙α , and similarly define the planetary spin evolution time-scale
tp = p/ ˙p. Equation (9) becomes
˙m = p
tp
− ωα
mtα
, (10)
and hence the moon’s semimajor axis evolves as
a˙m
am
= 2
3
[
ωα
mmtα
− p
mtp
]
. (11)
This can be rewritten as
1
ttide
= 2
3
[
p
m
(
1
tα
− 1
tp
)
− 1
tα
]
. (12)
Therefore, during resonance locking, the orbital migration rate is
determined by the evolutionary time-scale of the planet. Note that
outward migration requires 0 < tα < tp, which is less restrictive
than the condition for inertial waves discussed in Section 2.3.
Using equations (1) and (2), the effective value of Q during a
resonance lock is
QResLock = 9k22
Mm
Mp
(
R
a
)5 [
ωα
m2mtα
− p
2mtp
]−1
. (13)
In addition to the physical parameters of the system (mass, radius,
etc.), the primary factors controlling QResLock of a moon are the
evolution time-scales tα and tp. According to the resonance locking
hypothesis, Q is not a fundamental property of the planet. Instead,
a resonantly locked moon migrates outwards on a time-scale com-
parable to tα and tp, which are fundamental properties of the planet
in the sense that they are determined by the planetary evolution.
3.1 Accounting for mean-motion resonances
As moons migrate outwards, they may become caught in MMRs
with outer moons. If trapped into MMR with an outer moon, an
inner moon may still move outwards via resonance locking on a
time-scale tα , such that both moons migrate outwards on this time-
scale. The resonance with the outer moon effectively increases the
inertia of the inner moon, such that a smaller Q is required to push
it outwards on the time-scale tα . To accommodate the added inertia,
the inner moon must move deeper into resonance with the planetary
oscillation mode to remain resonantly locked.
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Consider two moons migrating in MMR, with the inner moon
denoted by subscript 1 and the outer moon denoted by subscript 2.
In a first-order MMR (ignoring for simplicity the splitting of reso-
nances due to precession/regression), the moons’ orbital frequencies
maintain the relation
j 2 = (j − 1)1 . (14)
It follows that in an MMR
a˙1
a1
= a˙2
a2
. (15)
Now, the total rate of change of angular momentum of the orbits of
both moons is
˙J = ˙J 1 + ˙J 2
= 1
2
M1
√
GMpa1
a˙1
a1
+ 1
2
M2
√
GMpa2
a˙2
a2
= 1
2
a˙1
a1
(J1 + J2) . (16)
The last equality results from the condition (15).
The rate at which the orbital energy is increasing due to tides
raised in the planet is
˙Etide = ˙E1,tide + ˙E2,tide
= 1 ˙J 1,tide + 2 ˙J 2,tide . (17)
This is not equal to the rate at which orbital energy changes because
orbital energy may be tidally dissipated as heat within the moons if
their orbits become eccentric. Additionally, the relation ˙E1,tide/E1 =
a˙1/a1 no longer holds.
Let us consider the limiting case in which all the tidal dissipation
within the planet is caused by the inner moon. Then we have ˙Etide =
˙E1,tide = 1 ˙J 1,tide = 1 ˙J . Using the relation above, the definition
of Q from equation (2), and the last line of equation (16), we have
˙E1,tide
E1
= −9
2
k2
Q1
M1
Mp
(
Rp
a1
)5
1 = 12
a˙1
a1
1 (J1 + J2)
E1
. (18)
Since the moons’ orbits are nearly circular, then E1  −1J1/2.
Moreover, if the inner moon remains caught in the resonance lock,
equation (11) still holds. Substituting these above, we find
Q1,min = 9k22
M1
Mp
(
Rp
a1
)5 [
ωα
m21tα
− p
21tp
]−1 [
1 + J2
J1
]−1
. (19)
This corresponds to a minimum value of Q1 because it assumes no
tides from the outer moon. Equation (13), in turn, is a maximum
tidal Q for the inner moon caught in MMR. The two are related by
a factor (1 + J2/J1) which accounts for the extra dissipation needed
to drive the exterior moon outwards.
Additionally, there is a minimum possible Q2 for the outer moon
to remain in MMR, because it will escape from resonance if it
migrates outwards faster than the inner moon. This minimum Q2
is found by setting a˙1/a1 = a˙2/a2, and letting each moon migrate
outwards via its own tides raised in the planet. In this case, we have
Q2,min = Q1 M2
M1
(
a1
a2
)5
j − 1
j
, (20)
with Q1 evaluated from equation (13). The MMR requires
a1 = [(j − 1)/j]2/3a2. Then
Q2,min = Q1 M2
M1
(
j − 1
j
)13/3
. (21)
Figure 2. Top: effective tidal quality factors Q for Saturn interacting with
its inner moons. The green points are the measurements of Lainey et al.
(2015). The blue boxes are the predicted values of Q for tα = 50 Gyr and
tp = ∞ in the resonance locking theory. For Mimas, the lower bound on the
predicted QResLock is that required to maintain the resonance lock and push
out Tethys, assuming all the tidal dissipation within Saturn is produced by
a resonance lock with Mimas (equation 19). The upper bound on QResLock
for Mimas is that required to maintain the resonance lock, but with Tethys
migrating outwards due to its own tides (equation 13). For Tethys, the lower
bound in QResLock is the minimum value of Q such that it remains in MMR
with Mimas (equation 21). There is no upper bound to Q for Tethys because
it may be pushed outwards solely by Mimas. The Enceladus–Dione system
behaves similarly. Rhea is not in an MMR, allowing for a precise prediction.
Bottom: corresponding outward migration time-scale ttide. The observed
values of ttide are calculated from equation (2) using the measured values
of Q and do not take MMRs into account (see text). The data are consistent
with ttide ≈ 10 Gyr for all moons.
Since the outer moon may be pushed out solely by the resonance
with the inner moon, there is no maximum possible value of Q2 to
remain in MMR.
4 C OMPARI SON W I TH J UPI TER
AND SATURN SYSTEMS
We now apply our theories to the Jovian and Saturnine moon sys-
tems, and compare with the recent measurements of Q from Lainey
et al. (2009, 2012, 2015).
4.1 Saturn
Fig. 2 shows the effective values of Q measured by Lainey et al.
(2015) for the tidal interaction between Saturn and its inner moons.
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Although the measured value of Q is similar for Saturn’s interac-
tion with Enceladus, Tethys, and Dione, it is roughly one order of
magnitude smaller for Rhea. The much smaller Q for Rhea’s migra-
tion cannot be explained by any model of equilibrium tidal energy
dissipation, and can only be accounted for by models including dy-
namical tides. Interestingly, the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows that
the corresponding outward migration time-scale is similar for each
moon, with ttide ∼ 10 Gyr.
We have computed the measured values of ttide from the measured
values of Q using equation (2). This equation does not take MMRs
into account, which can change the actual migration time-scale. For
Enceladus, the measured value of ttide should be regarded as a lower
limit, since its migration may be slowed by outer moons. For Tethys
and Dione, the value of ttide is an upper limit, since they may be
pushed outwards by inner moons. Unfortunately, all of these time-
scales are dependent on one another. They also depend on inward
migration rates due to eccentricity damping, which in turn depend
on the values of k2 and Q for tidal effects within each moon, which
are not constrained by Lainey et al. (2015).
With these complications in mind, we also plot in Fig. 2 the
values Q and ttide expected for the resonance locking scenario.
We have set tα = 50 Gyr in equation (13) such that the value of
Q from resonance locking roughly matches the observed value for
Rhea, which offers the best chance for comparison due to its lack of
MMRs. For simplicity, we adopt the limit of no planetary spin-up,
tp → ∞. The remarkable result of this exercise is that resonance
locking naturally produces a very low effective Q for Rhea even for
a realistic (and perhaps somewhat slow, tα ∼ 10 T) mode evolution
time-scale.
The predicted values of Q and ttide from resonance locking for
the inner moons (Enceladus, Tethys, and Dione) are similar to but
slightly larger than the measurements of Lainey et al. (2015). The
predicted values for Tethys are most discrepant, and are incompati-
ble with the value tα = 50 Gyr that fits for Rhea. This may indicate
that the inner moons migrate outwards due to viscoelastic dissi-
pation in the core as advocated in Lainey et al. (2015). However,
the fact that ttide ∼ 10 Gyr for each of these moons indicates that
dynamical tides and/or resonance locking could still be occurring.
Since tα is not expected to be the same for each oscillation mode,
it is possible that the effective tα driving resonance locking of the
innermost moons is smaller by a factor of a few compared to the
best-fitting value for Rhea.
We caution that the MMRs between these moons may compli-
cate both the measurements and their interpretation. For instance,
the eccentricity of Enceladus is excited by the MMR with Dione, al-
lowing inward migration due to tidal dissipation within Enceladus.
The current outward migration of both Enceladus and Dione may
not represent an equilibrium or time-averaged migration rate (see
e.g. Meyer & Wisdom 2007), depending on the dynamics of tidal
dissipation within Enceladus. Moreover, the measured values of Q
in Lainey et al. (2015) for Enceladus, Tethys, and Dione were all
dependent on the dissipation within Enceladus, and so we believe
these measurements should be interpreted with caution. Similarly,
the migration of Tethys is affected by its MMR with Mimas, for
which the outward migration was not constrained by Lainey et al.
(2015), and which may influence the measured value of Q for the
other moons.
4.2 Jupiter
Fig. 3 shows the predicted and measured (Lainey et al. 2009) val-
ues of Q and ttide for the moons of Jupiter. We have again used
Figure 3. Top: effective tidal quality factors Q for Jupiter interacting with
its inner moons. The green point is the measurement of Lainey et al. (2009).
The blue boxes are the predicted values of Q using the same tα = 50 Gyr
as in Saturn (see Fig. 2). Bottom: corresponding outward migration time-
scale ttide. Observed points are taken from Lainey et al. (2009), where the
measured inward migration of Io has ttide < 0 and is not shown. We also plot
the calculated outward migration time-scale of the Io:Europa:Ganymede
chain from the measured value of Q for the Io–Jupiter interaction, assuming
zero tidal dissipation produced by Europa and Ganymede.
tα = 50 Gyr, although the appropriate value of tα could be different
for Jupiter. The measured ttide for Io was negative, with the inter-
pretation that the instantaneous migration of Io is inwards due to
eccentricity damping. This point does not appear on the plot, and
likely does not represent the long-term migration rate of Io. We
have also plotted a value of ttide calculated from the measured Q for
Io, by assuming it drives the migration of Europa and Ganymede
in the current MMR. We caution against making a very thorough
comparison with the data, as it is unclear whether the measured
value of Q for Io will be modified with updated measurements, as
was the case in the Saturnine system.
None the less, we note that our predicted Q for Io falls very close
to the measured value, especially if we take the lower bound on the
predicted Q corresponding to Io driving the outward migration of
Europa and Ganymede. This correspondence can also be seen by the
proximity of the predicted value of ttide with the calculated ttide which
may more accurately characterize the long-term migration than the
instantaneous observed ttide. This entails an outward migration time-
scale of ttide ∼ 20 Gyr for Io, Europa, and Ganymede. In this case,
we expect the effective tidal Q for tidal dissipation in Jupiter caused
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by Europa to be quite large, Q  104, although we expect Europa
to be migrating outwards at ttide ∼ 20 Gyr due to its MMR with Io.
5 D ISC U SSION
5.1 Relation with previous tidal theories
The measurements of Lainey et al. (2015) clearly rule out the com-
mon assumption of a constant value of Q governing the outward
tidal migration of Saturn’s moons. The majority of previous litera-
ture investigating the subject assumed a constant Q, and must now
be interpreted with caution.
Several works (e.g. Remus et al. 2012a; Guenel et al. 2014;
Lainey et al. 2015) have sought to explain the tidal Q ∼ 2000 mea-
sured for Saturn due to forcing by Enceladus, Tethys, and Rhea via
viscoelastic dissipation within a solid core. However, this conclu-
sion generates problems for the orbital evolution of the moons (see
Section 5.3), forcing one to accept that the moons formed billions
of years after the rest of the Solar system, or that Q was much larger
(for no obvious reason) in the past. Additionally, these theories
cannot explain the small Q of Saturn due to forcing by Rhea.
Resonance locking can resolve many of these puzzles. It accounts
for varying values of Q by positing a nearly constant value of tα
which governs the value of Q through equation (13). Unlike the
value of Q in equilibrium tidal theory that can be very difficult to
compute from first principles (and frequently yields predictions or-
ders of magnitude too large), the value of tα can be calculated based
on a thermal evolution model of a planet. The natural expectation
is that tα is comparable to the age of the Solar system, yielding
outward migration time-scales of similar magnitude, as observed.
Although other dynamical tidal theories (e.g. Ogilvie & Lin 2004;
Ogilvie & Lesur 2012; Auclair Desrotour et al. 2015) can produce
low and varying values of Q, they suffer from two problems. First,
the widths of the resonances at which strong tidal dissipation occurs
are somewhat narrow (especially for small core radii), and it is not
clear whether we expect to find any moons within these resonances.
Secondly, at an arbitrary orbital frequency there is no reason to ex-
pect ttide to be comparable to the age of the Solar system. Resonance
locking solves both these problems because moons can get caught in
resonance locks that could last for billions of years, making it likely
to observe a moon in a state of rapid outward migration. Moreover,
the value of ttide is naturally expected to be comparable to the age
of the Solar system.
Our purpose here is not at all to dismiss tidal theories based on
dissipation of inertial waves. Instead, we advocate that these theories
naturally reproduce the observations only if planetary evolution is
included in the long-term behaviour of the system. The evolution
of the planet causes the locations of tidal resonances to migrate,
allowing for resonance locks with the moons such that they migrate
at a similar rate. In this picture, the precise frequencies and strengths
of tidal resonances with inertial waves or g modes is not important,
nor is their frequency-averaged dissipation rate. All that matters is
the mere existence of such resonances, and the rate at which these
resonant frequencies evolve (see equation 12).
5.2 Evolutionary time-scales
In the resonance locking scenario, the outward migration time-
scale of moons is set by the planetary evolution time-scale tα in
equation (3). Predicting this time-scale is not simple, as it depends
on internal structural evolution time-scales, which are poorly con-
strained. However, we can place some rough constraints. First, we
expect tα to be comparable to or longer than the age of the Solar
system T. Any process that occurs on a shorter time-scale has
already occurred, or has slowed down to time-scales of ∼T.
Secondly, we can estimate an upper limit from the planet’s ther-
mal emission, which is generated through the release of gravita-
tional energy. The intrinsic power radiated by Saturn is LSa  8.6 ×
1023 erg s−1 (Guillot & Gautier 2014), likely generated via gravita-
tional energy released through helium rain out. The corresponding
Kelvin–Helmholtz time of Saturn is
TSa = GM
2
Sa
RSaLSa
≈ 100 Gyr . (22)
Therefore, we expect the frequencies of oscillation modes in Saturn
to be changing on time-scales 4.5 Gyr  tα  100 Gyr. Cooling
time-scales tcool = Tef/(dTef/dt) ∼ 25 Gyr found by Fortney et al.
(2011) and Leconte & Chabrier (2013) are within this range, and are
comparable with the best-fitting time-scale tα = 50 Gyr for Rhea in
Fig. 2.
Importantly, we also expect that the mode frequencies increase
with time (as measured in the rotating frame), as required for a stable
resonance lock with Saturn’s moons. Mode frequencies determined
by internal structure typically scale with the planet’s dynamical fre-
quency, which increases due to gravitational contraction. Moreover,
ongoing helium sedimentation or core erosion that builds a stably
stratified layer (found to be present via Saturn ring seismology;
see Fuller 2014) will cause g-mode frequencies to increase (see
Appendix B).
When a resonance lock is active, the outward migration time-
scale is
ttide ≈ 32
m
p − m tα , (23)
in the limit tp → ∞. For Mimas, ttide ∼ 1.5 tα , but for Rhea, ttide ∼
0.16 tα . A resonance lock cannot persist indefinitely, as it requires
ttide → 0 as m → 0. As a moon migrates outwards, the resonance
lock will eventually break when the required mode amplitude be-
comes too large. This can occur due to non-linear effects, or be-
cause the stable fixed point disappears when it reaches the centre of
the resonant trough in Fig. 1 (i.e. the resonance saturates). For the
g-mode resonances shown in Fig. 1, the modes are linear in the sense
that fluid displacements are orders of magnitude smaller than their
wavelengths. Resonant saturation could occur if the mode damping
rates are a few orders of magnitude larger than those calculated in
Appendix A3. We find this unlikely, given the long mode lifetimes
of the f modes resonating with Saturn’s rings (Hedman & Nicholson
2013).
5.3 Orbital evolution of the moons
Resonance locking yields qualitatively different orbital evolution
compared to any constant Q theory. For a constant Q, the tidal migra-
tion time-scale for a moon of a given mass is a very strong function
of semimajor axis (see Fig. 1), such that ttide ∝ a13/2 (see equa-
tion 2). This has created problems for conventional tidal theories,
because it implies that outward migration rates were much faster in
the past, thereby requiring large values of Q (and correspondingly
slow present-day outward migration) in order for the moons to have
migrated to their current positions if they formed coevally with Sat-
urn. However, the measured values of Q are much smaller than the
lower limits described by Peale, Cassen & Reynolds (1980), im-
plying such rapid past migration (in a constant Q scenario) that the
moons could not have formed at the same time as Saturn. Studies
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Figure 4. Evolution of moon semimajor axes in the Saturn system, calcu-
lated by integrating orbital evolution equations backwards from the present
era at t  4.5 Gyr. Solid lines are calculated with a constant tidal Q theory,
using measured values of Q (Lainey et al. 2015). We have used Q = 2000 for
Mimas. Dashed lines correspond to the resonance locking theory, with tα =
50 Gyr (approximately consistent with observations, see text). These orbital
evolutions do not take MMRs into account and are only meant to illustrate
the qualitative behaviour of the different tidal theories. The constant tidal
Q theory is incompatible with coeval formation of Saturn and its moons,
whereas resonance locking allows for coeval formation.
which have assumed constant values of Q for Saturn in order to con-
strain the orbital evolution history (e.g. Peale et al. 1980; Meyer &
Wisdom 2007, 2008; Zhang & Nimmo 2009) should be interpreted
with caution.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the qualitative nature of orbital evolution as-
suming the effective value of Q measured by Lainey et al. (2015) is
constant in time. Here, we have integrated equation (2) backwards
in time for each moon, finding that the orbital semimajor axis de-
creases to zero in less than the age of the Solar system. In other
words, the moons must have formed billions of years after Saturn to
be compatible with the theory of a constant tidal Q. Although this
scenario has been proposed (Charnoz et al. 2011; Crida & Charnoz
2012), we find the resonance locking solution described below to
be simpler. A model in which the moons formed well outside of
the Roche radius, but still hundreds of millions of years after Sat-
urn (Asphaug & Reufer 2013), remains possible in the resonance
locking framework.
In contrast to constant tidal Q models, resonance locking predicts
that ttide increases at small orbital distances (see equation 23) where
orbital frequencies are higher, for a constant value of tα . The corre-
sponding values of Q (see equation 2) are much larger because of the
Q ∝ a−13/2 scaling for a constant ttide. Hence, the effective values of
Q for the moons were likely much larger in the past than they are at
present, resolving the incompatibility of the small measured values
of Q with the age of the Solar system. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4,
where we integrate equation (23) backwards in time for each moon,
using tα = 50 Gyr. We caution that the value of tα may also have
been smaller in the past, somewhat offsetting the orbital frequency
dependence of equation (23), and a detailed orbital evolution should
take both these effects into account.
Note also that resonance locking entails the effective values of Q
may vary by orders of magnitude over time, depending on whether
a given moon is in a resonance lock. Each moon may have spent
large amounts of time not involved in resonance locks and migrat-
ing outwards on long time-scales, until eventually encountering a
resonance and migrating outwards more rapidly (or being pushed
outwards by an MMR).
A potential problem with resonance locking is that it does not
always guarantee convergent orbital migration for two moons. For a
constant tα , equation (23) implies a shorter migration time-scale for
outer moons. If two moons are both caught in a resonance lock with
the same tα , the inner moon will not catch up to the outer moon to
establish an MMR. Similarly, if an outer moon is pushed outwards
by an MMR such that it passes through a mode resonance, it could
lock into resonance with the mode and escape the MMR. This could
explain how Rhea was able to escape MMRs with other inner moons
of Saturn; it simply migrated outwards faster. However, the observed
MMRs of inner moons require explanation. It is not expected that tα
is exactly the same for all modes, and it is possible that some inner
moons have locked into resonance with modes with low values of
tα such that they migrate out faster. Since the mode density of our
model is higher near inner moons (see Fig. 1), the inner moons may
have had more chances to lock with low tα modes. A more detailed
planetary thermal evolution model would be required to investigate
this possibility.
5.4 Tidal heating
In Appendix C, we calculate the tidal heating of moons implied by
resonance locking. As in conventional tidal theories, the outward
migration does not induce tidal heating in a moon unless the moon’s
eccentricity is increased due to an MMR, leading to heat deposition
by eccentricity tides. In this case, the equilibrium tidal heating rate
of the inner moon (assuming no tidal migration of the outer moon)
is
˙Eheat,1  1
j − 1
|E2,orb|
ttide
. (24)
Using ttide = 35 Gyr for Enceladus (see Fig. 2), we calculate its equi-
librium heating rate to be ˙Eheat ≈ 50 GW. The actual heating rate
may be lower by a factor of a few if we used the measured Q ∼ 2000
found by (Lainey et al. 2015, the calculation above corresponded
to Q ∼ 1000), or if we account for outward migration of Dione due
to its tidal interaction with Saturn. In any case, resonance locking
can account for thermal emission as high as ˙E ≈ 16 GW (Howett
et al. 2011), even if Enceladus is currently in an equilibrium con-
figuration. We note that the heating rate of Howett et al. (2011) is
controversial, and an updated estimate for heat emitted from Ence-
ladus’s tiger stripes alone is 5 GW (Spencer et al. 2013, see also
Porco, DiNino & Nimmo 2014). The moon’s total radiated power
remains unclear, but we predict it may be considerably greater than
5 GW. It is not necessary to invoke the existence of tidal heating
cycles to explain Enceladus’ observed heat flux, although it remains
possible that periodic or outbursting heating events do occur.
For Io, we calculate an equilibrium heating rate of ˙Eheat ≈ 5 ×
104 GW from equation (C5), using ttide = 20 Gyr (see Fig. 3). This is
roughly half the observed heat flux of 105 GW (Veeder et al. 1994).
The difference may stem from the apparent inward migration of
Io due to eccentricity tides (Lainey et al. 2009), currently creating
moderately enhanced heating compared to the long-term average.
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Alternatively, the average ttide may be closer to 10 Gyr, in which
case we expect ˙Eheat ≈ 105 GW as observed.
Finally, resonance locking predicts that the tidal heating rate
(equation 24) is only a weak function of semimajor axis. In contrast
to a constant tidal Q scenario, we expect the past heating rates of
moons like Enceladus and Io to be comparable (within a factor of
a few) to the current heating rates, as long as they were in their
current MMRs. As in Section 5.3, we stress that the large current
heating rates do not require the moons to have formed after their
host planets.
5.5 Titan and Callisto
It is possible that Titan and Callisto have experienced significant
outward tidal migration despite their larger semimajor axes com-
pared to the inner moons. We posit that Titan and/or Callisto could
currently be migrating outwards via resonance locking. If so, we
predict that ttide ∼ 2 Gyr, and Q ∼ 20 for the Saturn–Titan tidal
interaction. For the Jupiter–Callisto interaction, we predict ttide ∼
2 Gyr, and Q ∼ 1. Note that values of Q < 1 are possible for migra-
tion driven by dynamical tides. A future measurement of such a low
Q driving Titan or Callisto’s migration would be strong evidence
for resonance locking. In this case, these moons may have migrated
outwards by a significant fraction of their current semimajor axis
during the lifetime of the Solar system. This migration may have
caused Titan to pass through MMRs that excited its eccentricity to
its current level ( ´Cuk, Dones & Nesvorny´ 2013).
Although resonance locking could have occurred for Titan or
Callisto in the past, these moons may not currently be in resonance
locks. The required mode amplitudes may not be achievable (larger
amplitudes are required for moons of larger mass and semimajor
axis) due to non-linear effects or resonance saturation. It is possi-
ble that Titan or Callisto were previously in resonance locks, which
eventually broke due to the increasingly short migration time-scales
(and correspondingly large required mode amplitudes) as their or-
bital frequencies decreased (see equation 23).
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have proposed that a resonance locking process accounts for
the rapid outward migration of some of the inner moons of Jupiter
and Saturn. During a resonance lock, the outward migration rate
is greatly enhanced due to a resonance between the moon’s tidal
forcing frequency and an oscillation mode of the planet. The os-
cillation mode could correspond to a gravity mode, or a frequency
of enhanced energy dissipation via inertial waves. In either case,
the frequency of these oscillation modes changes as the planets
cool and their internal structures evolve. When a mode frequency
crosses a forcing frequency, the moon can be caught in a resonance
lock and then migrates outwards at a rate comparable to the planet’s
evolutionary time-scale, set by equation (11). In some respects, the
dynamics of resonance locking is similar to locking into MMRs
during convergent orbital migration.
Resonance locking can only explain the outward migration of
Jupiter and Saturn’s moons if mode frequencies increase in the ro-
tating frame of the planet, such that their resonant locations move
outwards (away from the planet), and moons can ‘surf’ the reso-
nances outwards. This will likely be the case for g modes, but the
picture is less clear for inertial waves (see Section 2.3). The occur-
rence of resonance locking is only weakly dependent on exact mode
damping rates and their gravitational coupling with moons, which
we find to be amenable to resonance locking (see Appendix B).
Once a resonance lock with a moon is established, the moon’s mi-
gration rate is determined purely by the outward migration of the
resonant location, and is not dependent on the details of the plane-
tary structure, mode frequencies, damping rates, or eigenfunctions
(see equation 12).
Resonance locking predicts an outward migration time-scale of
order the age of the Solar system, as suggested by observations of
the Saturn and Jupiter systems (see Figs 2 and 3; Lainey et al. 2009,
2012, 2015). In other words, resonance locking typically predicts
low effective tidal quality factors Q governing the migration of
moons caught in resonance locks. Resonance locking also predicts
different effective values of Q for different moons (via equation 13),
and naturally accounts for the very small value effective Q measured
for the migration of Rhea. In the resonance locking paradigm, the
outward migration rate ttide is roughly constant for each moon (with
some variation, see equation 23), rather than the value of Q being
constant.
Similarly, resonance locking can account for the large observed
heating rates of Io and Enceladus. These high heating rates arise
from the short outward migration time-scale resulting from res-
onance locking, resulting in a correspondingly large equilibrium
heating rate (equation 24). Cyclic heating events need not be in-
voked (except perhaps mild cyclic variation for Io) to account for
the current heating, although of course it remains possible that heat-
ing cycles do occur.
Finally, resonance locking resolves the problems arising from
current-day migration/heating rates, which imply that some moons
formed long after their planets if the tidal Q is constant. Instead,
resonance locking predicts that the outward migration time-scale
ttide is nearly constant, such that the effective values of Q were
larger in the past. The consequence is that the orbital frequencies
of inner moons have likely decreased by a factor of order unity
over the lifetime of the Solar system (see Fig. 4), allowing them to
have migrated into MMRs with one another, yet still to have formed
coevally with Jupiter and Saturn. We cannot disprove the hypothesis
that Saturn’s medium-sized inner moons formed after Saturn, but
the current rapid migration does not require such a scenario. One
possible problem with resonance locking is that it does not guarantee
convergent migration of moons. Detailed planetary/tidal evolution
models are needed to determine whether it can generally account
for the moons’ observed MMRs.
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A P P E N D I X A : O S C I L L AT I O N M O D E S
AND TI DA L D I SSI PATI ON
A1 Gravito-inertial modes
Here we describe our method of calculating Saturn’s oscilla-
tion modes and their effect on tidal dissipation. We adopt the
Saturn model shown in fig. 2 of Fuller (2014), which reproduces
Saturn’s mass, radius, spin frequency, and gravitational moment J2.
The most important feature of this model is that it contains a stably
stratified region outside the core, at radii 0.1  r/R  0.4, which
supports the existence of gravity modes. This particular model has
a Brunt–Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency significantly larger than the tidal forc-
ing frequencies, N ∼ 8ωf, such that resonantly forced g modes
approximately obey WKB relations.
To calculate the oscillation modes of this model, we adopt the
traditional approximation (see e.g. Bildsten, Ushomirsky & Cutler
1996; Lee & Saio 1997) to find the so-called Hough modes on the
low  mode branches. In stably stratified regions, the traditional ap-
proximation is valid because N > ωf and we find that the resonant
modes have horizontal displacements larger than radial displace-
ments, ξ⊥ > ξ r. The Hough modes calculated from the traditional
approximation are composed of many spherical harmonic degrees
. However, each branch of modes can be traced back to a single
spherical harmonic degree  in the non-rotating limit, which we will
refer to as the  of each mode. The adiabatic mode frequencies and
eigenfunctions are calculated with standard numerical methods (see
Fuller & Lai 2014 for more detailed description) and with the usual
reflective boundary conditions. We normalize the modes via (cf.
Schenk et al. 2002; Lai & Wu 2006) the orthonormality condition
〈ξα|ξβ〉 =
[
δαβ − 2
ωα + ωβ Wαβ
]
MpR
2
p , (A1)
where
〈ξα|ξβ〉 ≡
∫
dV ρξ ∗α · ξβ (A2)
and
Wαβ ≡
∫
dV ρξ ∗α · (is × ξβ ) . (A3)
For our purposes, we calculate only the retrograde modes along
the g-mode branches (i.e. no Rossby modes) that are symmetric
across the planetary equator. We have calculated (, m) combina-
tions of (2, 2), (3, 1), (3, 3), (4, 2), and (4, 4) which generally couple
most strongly to the tidal potential of the perturber. We have re-
stricted our calculations to include only low/medium-order g modes
and fundamental modes whose frequencies are somewhat near
ω ∼ mp and can be resonantly excited.
We note that many of the relevant oscillation modes have ωα <
2s and therefore lie within the sub-inertial regime in which in-
ertial waves may propagate in the convective envelope. This could
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significantly change the character of these oscillation modes, es-
pecially their eigenfunction within the convective envelope, a fact
which has been explored in some previous works (e.g. Dintrans,
Rieutord & Valdettaro 1999; Dintrans & Rieutord 2000; Mirouh
et al. 2015). In fact, the mode eigenspectrum is undoubtedly more
complex than the one shown in Fig. 1, containing more dips in Q
associated with tidal dissipation via gravito-inertial waves focused
on to wave attractors or absorbed at critical layers (i.e. irregular
modes). Were we to require a precise determination of mode fre-
quencies and eigenfunctions, our technique would not be viable.
However, for our purposes what matters is that modes exist in this
frequency range (both regular and irregular modes would suffice
for resonance locking), and that we can roughly estimate their grav-
itational potential perturbations and damping rates. Although our
computed eigenfunctions and their potential perturbations may be
quantitatively inaccurate, this is unimportant unless it prevents the
resonance locking process from occurring (see Section 2.2).
Exact mode damping rates are also difficult to calculate. However,
in a resonance lock the tidal dissipation rate is independent of the
mode damping rates. The mode damping rates affect only the ability
of the system to enter into and maintain a resonance lock. As long
as realistic damping rates are within a few orders of magnitude of
our estimated damping rates, the basic picture we advance may still
occur.
A2 Tidal energy dissipation
Once the modes have been obtained, we calculate their forced am-
plitude in a manner similar to Schenk et al. (2002) and Lai &
Wu (2006). In the adiabatic limit (i.e. the mode amplitude changes
slowly), the mode’s forced amplitude is
aα = 1
MpR2p
〈ξα| − ∇U〉
2ωα(ωα − ωf − iγα) . (A4)
Here, ξα is the mode displacement eigenfunction, U is the tidal
potential of the companion, and ωf is the tidal forcing frequency
defined on the right-hand side of equation (4). Defining the dimen-
sionless tidal overlap integral
Qα,,m = G
R+3p
〈ξα|∇(rY,m)〉
ω2α
, (A5)
the mode amplitude is
aα = 12
ωα
ωα − ωf − iγα
∑

,mQα,,m , (A6)
with the dimensionless tidal amplitude
,m = W,m Mm
Mp
(
Rp
am
)+1
, (A7)
with W, m a constant of order unity defined in equation (2) of Lai &
Wu (2006). The sum in equation (A6) results from the fact that each
mode is a superposition of multiple spherical harmonic degrees 
and thus couples to multiple components of the tidal potential. For
simplicity, we only include low degrees  ≤ 4 in our sums because
low  components dominate the tidal coupling. The tidal energy
dissipation rate associated with the mode amplitude in equation
(A6) is
˙Eα =
[∑

,mQα,,m
]2
ω2α
(ωα − ωf )2 + γ 2α
ω2f γαMpR
2
p . (A8)
Equation (A8) is the tidal energy dissipation measured in the rotating
frame of the planet. In the inertial frame, the orbital energy gained
by the moons is
˙Etide,α = mm
ωf
˙Eα . (A9)
The total tidal energy transfer rate is the sum of that provided by
each mode,
˙Etide =
∑
α
˙Etide,α . (A10)
Near resonance, the resonant mode typically dominates the total
tidal energy dissipation rate. The corresponding angular momen-
tum transfer rate is ˙J tide,α = ˙Etide,α/m. Moons therefore maintain
circular orbits as they migrate outwards, unless their eccentricity is
excited by an MMR with another moon.
A3 Mode damping rates
Our mode calculations are adiabatic and do not self-consistently
calculate the mode damping rates. Here we calculate order-of-
magnitude estimates for the mode damping rates. We find that ther-
mal diffusion is unlikely to be important for g-modes trapped deep
in the planet, and that mode damping is likely dominated by an
effective convective viscosity.
The mode damping rate due to convective viscosity is
γα ≈
∫
dMconνconk2r ξ
∗ · ξ∫
dMξ ∗ · ξ . (A11)
Here, the integral in the numerator is taken over regions of the planet
which are convective, kr is the radial wavenumber of the mode, and
νcon is the effective convective viscosity.
A first guess for the effective convective viscosity is
νcon ∼ lconvcon , (A12)
where lcon and vcon are the convective mixing length and veloc-
ity. However, this effective viscosity is reduced if the mode period
is shorter than the convective turnover time tcon = lcon/vcon (see
Ogilvie & Lesur 2012 for a recent discussion). The amount of sup-
pression is still debated, but we adopt the prescription of Goldreich
& Nicholson (1977), in which the effective convective viscosity is
νcon ∼ lconvconmin[1, (tf/tcon)2] . (A13)
Here, tf = ω−1f is the tidal forcing time associated with a given
moon.
We find typical mode lifetimes tdamp,α = γ−1α (evaluated using
equation A13) of 109 s  tdamp, α  3 × 1011 s. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, we find mode lifetimes are largest for higher order g modes
and smallest for f modes. The reason is that high-order g modes
are trapped in radiative regions (where they cannot be convectively
damped), whereas f modes (and low-order g modes to a lesser
extent) have more inertia in convective regions and suffer more
convective damping.
When we calculate mode damping rates using the simple pre-
scription of equation (A12), we find typical mode lifetimes of 1.5 ×
108 s  tdamp, α  3 × 109 s. We consider these to be upper limits
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to plausible mode damping rates, whereas damping rates calculated
using the prescription of equation (A13) are lower limits. Using the
intermediate prescription of Zahn (1966) yields damping rates in
between those listed above.
The important feature of the damping rates we estimate is that
they lie in the regime tf  tdamp, α  tevol. Therefore, all modes
can be regarded as weakly damped, yet damped strongly enough
that mode amplitudes can be reliably calculated using the adiabatic
approximation (see below).
APPENDIX B: A BILITY TO SUSTAIN
R E S O NA N C E L O C K S
Resonance locking can proceed if several conditions (outlined in
detail in Burkart et al. 2014) are satisfied. First, tides must operate
in the weak damping limit (equation 32 of Burkart et al. 2014), i.e.
tidal dissipation must be greatly enhanced near resonances so that
ttide < tevol in Fig. 1 only near resonances. We find this is indeed
the case for our model. If there is an additional source of tidal
dissipation such as viscoelasticity in a solid core, this could lower
the equilibrium tide value of Q such that the weak damping limit
does not apply for the inner moons. In this case, resonance locking
could not operate for the inner moons, but it could still work for
outer moons.
Secondly, resonance locking can only occur if the fixed point
in Fig. 1 is a stable fixed point, which arises if the motion of the
resonant location in Fig. 1 is in the same direction as the direction of
moon migration, i.e. away from the planet. This requires the mode
frequencies to be decreasing in an inertial frame such that they
continue to resonate with the decreasing orbital frequency. However,
the mode frequencies measured in the rotating frame of the planet
(equation 4) must be increasing, i.e. tα > 0. In the language of
Burkart et al. (2014), this is equivalent to the requirement dr < 0.
In Section 2.3, we showed this may not always occur for resonances
with inertial waves. For gravity modes, the dispersion relation (in
the non-rotating limit) results in
tα = ωα
ω˙α
= N
˙N
. (B1)
For a planet that is building a stably stratified region through helium
sedimentation or core erosion, we expect the buoyancy frequency N
to be increasing such that tα is positive and resonance locking can
occur. Including rotation allows for the existence of gravito-inertial
modes whose dispersion relation is more complicated. The modes
may also undergo avoided crossings as the planet cools, giving
rise to many possible values of tα , although we expect that tα will
typically be positive if ˙N is positive, and we expect tα ∼ tcool to
order of magnitude.
In this paper, we have used the ‘adiabatic’ limit to calculate mode
amplitudes, which is valid when (see equation 46 of Burkart et al.
2014)
(ωf − ωα)2 + γ 2α > ωα/tα . (B2)
For the fixed points shown in Fig. 1, the adiabatic limit is valid.
However, we note that the modes do not always satisfy γ 2α > ωα/tα
for tα = 50 Gyr. Therefore, the adiabatic limit may not be valid
for more massive moons such as Titan, given the values of γ α
calculated above. Damping rates larger by one to two orders of
magnitude (which is possible since the damping rates above should
be regarded as lower limits) would guarantee adiabaticity for any
moon. Damping rates larger by more than three to four orders of
magnitude (unlikely) would eliminate the existence of the stable
fixed points (i.e. resonance locking could not occur before the res-
onances saturate).
Additionally, we find that resonances satisfy the corresponding
condition for stable resonance locking (equation 50 of Burkart et al.
2014). Larger damping rates would strengthen this result. We con-
clude that resonance locking can occur in giant planet systems as
long as the resonant locations of some modes evolve away from the
planet, as shown in Fig. 1.
A P P E N D I X C : T I DA L H E AT I N G O F M O O N S
Moons caught in MMR will excite each other’s eccentricity and/or
inclination. This will allow for tidal dissipation within each moon,
generating tidal heating of the moons. Assuming that tidal dissi-
pation within the moons keeps their orbits nearly circular, the rate
of change of the moons’ orbital energy due to outward migration
is given by equation (17). However, the net change in the moons’
orbital energy is
˙Eorb = ˙E1,orb + ˙E2,orb
= − a˙1
a1
E1,orb − a˙2
a2
E2,orb
= − a˙1
a1
(E1,orb + E2,orb) . (C1)
The last line follows from the MMR condition of equation (15). The
energy which must be dissipated as heat is
˙Eheat = ˙Etide − ˙Eorb . (C2)
In general, the heating rate depends on the relative rates of outward
migration due to tides in the planet raised by each moon. Let us
assume once again that the outward migration of the moons is
caused solely by the tidal interaction of the inner moon with the
planet. In this case, ˙Etide = ˙E1,tide = 1 ˙J 1,tide = 1 ˙J orb, and using
equation (16) we have
˙Eheat = 1
[
1
2
a˙1
a1
(J1 + J2)
]
+ a˙1
a1
(E1,orb + E2,orb) . (C3)
Using E1, orb  −1J1/2 and likewise for moon 2, we have
˙Eheat  12
a˙1
a1
(1 − 2)J2,orb
 1
j − 1
|E2,orb|
ttide
. (C4)
For small eccentricities, this is identical to (but simpler than) equa-
tion (15) of Meyer & Wisdom (2007) and equation (7) of Lissauer,
Peale & Cuzzi (1984, with m3 set to zero). The tidal heat dissipated
within moon 1 depends on its outward migration rate and the mass
of moon 2. For three moons in a resonant chain, the result is
˙Eheat  1
ttide
[(
1
2
− 1
)
|E2,orb| +
(
1
3
− 1
)
|E3,orb|
]
. (C5)
As in Meyer & Wisdom (2007), we calculate the equilibrium
eccentricity at which equation (C4) is equal to the tidal heating rate
of a moon due to its eccentricity,
˙Eheat = 212
k1
Q1
GM2pR
5
1
a61
1e
2
1 . (C6)
Here, k1 and Q1 refer to the Love number and tidal quality factor
of the moon, and e1 is its eccentricity. In the limit that the outward
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migration is driven solely by tidal torques on moon 1, the equilib-
rium eccentricity is
e2eq =
1
7(j − 1)
M1M2
M2
(
Rp
R1
)5
Q1
Qp,1
kp
k1
, (C7)
where we have denoted the effective tidal quality factor driving the
outward migration of moon 1 as Qp, 1.
Equations (C4) and (C5) may be good approximations for Ence-
ladus and Io, which are caught in eccentric MMRs with outer moons.
However, it is likely not valid for Mimas, which is caught in an
inclination MMR with Tethys. In this case, the inclinations of Mi-
mas and Tethys are excited as they migrate outwards, although
this inclination likely cannot be damped out via tidal dissipation in
Mimas (Luan 2014). However, it may be possible that the orbital
inclination can be damped out through interactions between Mimas
and Saturn’s rings.
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